Rebecca’s mission is to help the world
embrace discomfort and become fear(less)
INSPIRING KEYNOTE SPEAKER REBECCA HEISS
Rebecca will change the way you look at the world.
It’s time to become fear(less). START THE JOURNEY!

Dr. Rebecca Heiss helps clients break out of the ruts of their
ancestral brain pathways and engage their conscious brains to
take action and override their self-sabotaging instincts.
When we fear less, we make room for more.
More productivity, creativity, connection,
abundance, innovation, and joy.
We deserve to forge beyond the
limiting instincts that keep us
locked into stress and anxiety.

“The scariest thing to me
is living a life full of fear.
That’s not living. That’s relying
on fear-based instinct to make
choices for us. I’ve dedicated my
life to pushing back on those instincts
and leaning into the discomfort.”
– Dr. Rebecca Heiss

By making enemies of these limiting stories
and shortcuts inside our own heads, rather
than with our colleagues, co-workers, or
departments, we can begin to test our
perceptions and open ourselves to growth.

“We can make the choice to work
with our biology rather than against it.”
The more we seek healthy forms of discomfort the more we can train our brains to stay in a
place of excitement rather than one of fear when that discomfort ﬁnds us unexpectedly.
WE HAVE TO CHALLENGE OURSELVES TO SEEK THE UNCOMFORTABLE.

SPEAKING TOPICS
Becoming Fear(less) will help build stronger leadership, empower more diverse and inclusive teams, and
focus your entire organization on ﬁghting the external battle against low productivity, rather than staying
locked in internal squabbles.

LEADERSHIP

TEAMS

INCLUSION

As leaders it’s imperative that
we are self-aware. And yet
research ﬁnds that nearly 90%
of us…aren’t. We have to ﬁnd
new ways of understanding
our fears, our strengths, our
shortcomings, and all of the
ways that our brains keep
sabotaging us from being
the most eﬀective leaders
we can be. That’s where
Rebecca comes in by providing
immediately applicable
strategies to intervene with our
self-limiting instincts.

Competition is an instinct that
has helped us all reach great
heights, but what happens
when the competitive nature
of your employees prevents
internal cooperation and
constrains the performance
of the team? Through her
humorous and interactive
examples, Rebecca brings
biology to business, exploring
how to train our brains to best
promote internal stability,
innovation, and teamwork
through instinct interventions.

No blame. No ﬁnger pointing.
No guilt. Fear(less) inclusion
is all about understanding
the instincts that drive us to
carry bias. No matter our
background, we all carry some
shortcuts and biases about
others (and ourselves!). It
doesn’t make us bad people - it
makes us human! But when we
understand the instincts that
drive these stories, we can be
more eﬀective in intervening
before they negatively aﬀect our
relationships and performance.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Break through barriers to
optimal performance.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Understand how internal
competition decreases
productivity.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Learn how to neutralize fears
that lead to exclusion and
ineﬀective decision making.

TESTIMONIAL
“Rebecca’s keynote was dynamic, thought provoking and action inspiring.
It resonated with me and our team in such positive ways, causing us to
really look at the blindspots and speciﬁc ways to create behavior change
in both our lives and businesses. We received more positive feedback from
her talk and requests for a copy of her talk than any of the other speakers.”
Amanda McAbee , Director of Business Aﬀairs, (Consolidated Assurance)
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